Improved motion compensation in 3D-CT using respiratory-correlated segment reconstruction: diagnostic and radiotherapy applications.
Conventional respiratory-gated CT and four-dimensional CT (4DCT) are disadvantaged by their low temporal resolution, which results in the inclusion of anatomic motion-induced artefacts. These represent a significant source of error both in radiotherapy treatment planning for the thorax and upper abdomen and in diagnostic procedures. In particular, temporal resolution and image quality are vitally important to accurate diagnosis and the minimization of planning target volume margin due to respiratory motion. To improve both temporal resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we developed a respiratory-correlated segment reconstruction method (RS) and adapted it to the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress algorithm (FDK) with a 256 multidetector row CT (256MDCT). The 256MDCT scans approximately 100 mm in the craniocaudal direction with a 0.5 mm slice thickness in one rotation. Data acquisition for the RS-FDK relies on the assistance of a respiratory sensing system operating in cine scan mode (continuous axial scan with the table stationary). We evaluated the RS-FDK for volume accuracy and image noise in a phantom study with the 256MDCT and compared results with those for a full scan (FS-FDK), which is usually employed in conventional 4DCT and in half scan (HS-FDK). Results showed that the RS-FDK gave a more accurate volume than the others and had the same SNR as the FS-FDK. In a subsequent animal study, we demonstrated a practical sorting process for projection data which was unaffected by variations in respiratory period, and found that the RS-FDK gave the clearest visualization among the three algorithms of the margins of the liver and pulmonary vessels. In summary, the RS-FDK algorithm provides multi-phase images with higher temporal resolution and better SNR. This method should prove useful when combined with new radiotherapeutic and diagnostic techniques.